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1. The novel opens with the death of Maria Branwell Brontë,
Charlotte and Emily’s mother. How does this scene influence
your interpretation of the rest of the story? Why do you
believe the author chose to begin the book with this event?

2. At the end of the first chapter, upon their mother’s death, the
Brontë children “…draw together in a peculiarly precise hud-
dle, as if they stand on a rock, just big enough for them,
above an encircling sea.” Water is used as a metaphor
throughout the novel, but its presence is particularly felt in
the first and final chapters. Considering the Brontës lived on
the English moors, far from the ocean, why do you think this
metaphor is so pervasive? 

3. At the beginning of the story, although Branwell’s “arithmetic”
proves otherwise, Charlotte feels the safety of being the mid-
dle child, surrounded on all sides by the love of her sisters
and brother. When her eldest sisters die, Charlotte is sudden-
ly thrust into “a world where there was no longer any middle
to inhabit, only edge, brunt, naked extremity.” How does this
shift transform Charlotte? How are Emily and Anne similarly
shaped by their positions in the family?

4. Discuss the Brontë family dynamics. What was Patrick
Brontë’s legacy to his children, all of whom he outlived?
Describe Charlotte’s relationship with her sisters Maria and
Elizabeth, as well as her relationship with Emily and Anne.
How did Charlotte, Emily, and Anne’s relationship with
Branwell evolve over the years, and what influence did he
have on their life and work?

5. Discuss the lesson the Brontë girls learn from the nature of
Tabby’s stories: “So the flow never ends, no conditions can
ever dry it up or freeze it solid: there is always another story.” 

6. The sisters and Branwell first began writing about their imagi-
nary world of Angria. What do you believe this world meant
to each of the siblings? As a child, did you have your own
imaginary world or imaginary friend?

7. If their lives had been easier, if they had not faced so much
hardship, do you think the sisters would have still written
their literary masterpieces, albeit in varying forms? 
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8. “Could there truly be any choice between chaos and order?”
wonders Patrick Brontë. In Charlotte and Emily, Jude
Morgan seems to suggest that chaos and order, art and
desire, nightmares and daydreams are all intertwined in
genius. How does he make this suggestion? Do you agree? 

9. The Brontë sisters wrote under the male pseudonyms of
Currer, Ellis, and Acton Bell. Why? How is the choice of
these names significant? How is their decision to write
under pseudonyms indicative of the era and the biases that
the sisters struggled against?

10. Each of the sisters has a different understanding of the
function of art, and Charlotte and Emily wrote two very 
different tales with two diametrically opposed heroines, 
Jane Eyre and Catherine Earnshaw. If you’ve read both 
Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights, discuss these differences
and any similarities among the sisters, their novels, and 
their heroines.

11. How are secret desires important in Charlotte and Emily’s
literary worlds?

12. What does the novel have to say about the glories of spiri-
tuality and the degradations of religion?

13. How do you feel about Charlotte’s marriage to Arthur
Nicholls? What do you think attracts her to and repels her
from the institution of marriage? 

14. Why do you think the novel closes with Charlotte at the
sea, with only a mention of her death in the author’s note?

15. A critic once claimed that Jane Eyre was “soul speaking to
soul”— if you’ve read Charlotte Brontë’s masterpiece, did
you find this to be true? In reading Charlotte and Emily, did
Charlotte, Emily, or Anne’s lives connect with your own in
any particular way?

For more reading group suggestions, visit
www.readinggroupgold.com. 
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